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About This Game

Unleash the awesome power of nature in Weather Lord: In Search of the Shaman! An earthquake has devastated a once
peaceful land and shattered the lives of its natives. But that was only the start of their troubles! The country is now teeming with
unpleasant creatures, and an evil shaman is making a bid for absolute power. As a weather lord, you must lead a band of brave

warriors across the ruined landscape to defeat the enemy.

Along the way, you'll help the natives by gathering resources, repairing their villages, and completing quests, using sunlight, rain,
wind, and thunder to replenish crops. eliminate enemies, and remove obstacles. Weather Lord: In Search of the Shaman allows
you to complete these tasks as you choose: you can either work quickly to reap the best awards and achievements, or take your

time and enjoy the colorful visuals, cheerful soundtrack, and addictive gameplay.

With the elements at your fingertips, there will be no stopping you in Weather Lord: In Search of the Shaman!
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For who have FDM 3D printer and wont to buy a Parametric CAD Program.
Meybe this is the best way to buy Viacad.

Buy form Steam is cheapets way its around 40-45 usd for V9. But on PuchCAD website the V10 is 130+99 usd.
And buy from Steam u can install on multi computer Mac and PC but run only one computer in a time. From PunchCAD u can
install in onlyone computer and have to choose MAC or PC can not switch.

Yeah its V9 but with this price its very resonable to get one.. Nice Game. You can build, You can play instruments, You can
have a cat and the End Boss seems pretty Easy. But then, after you saved the Universe... YOU GET
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING 25K AND A CARD?!

10\/100 Would Die for scam again.. Just like the real lawn, but without the sweet smell of gasoline.. Even though I liked the two
previous games way more, I still enjoyed this game, as it carries on the same humour and storyline, which are the main features
of this series.
However, the game is not flawless, e.g. music is catchy at first but it becomes kinda annoying after a while.
Extra dungeon "Lair of the Seamstress" is short but nice and I liked "Beginning of the End" as it links better this game to the
previous two, despite the change of Developer.. This game is Veri Nais and also very fun. Im going to give this a rewiew though
I waited a few days to see how things are
Im not going to give this a negative, though for now I would have liked a maybe button. This is an EA game with a lot of bugs,
but the devs are very active in trying to sort the bugs and making the game better and they have a lot they want to add. If you
like games where you fetch broken cars with a flatbed truck (yep you can winch a broken car onto the flatbed and drive back to
the garage) <- Actually quite cool.. Take the engine apart or if thats too much for now, shred some items in the shredder for
cash.
Anyhow the game has potential but will take time. I decided to buy the game and support the devs in making a cool game. TBT:
I played this when it was a free flash game.. So far so good. Exactly what I was expecting for a Tetris game on VR. The dev
team seems to be quick and effective to respond on issues (it's early access so I don't mind issues). If you are a Tetris fan give
this game a shot, it will only get better with time and feedbacks. Affordable enjoyable game with good ambiance (I love how the
floor and the background synch with the music and all).

Also 40% promotion on release ? alright.. Really dull. Could not be bothered getting out of town.. It's an awkward, near-
unplayable Myst ripoff. It's got beautiful prerendered scenery, yes, but that's about as close as it comes to the former. The
puzzles don't come together logically with the gameplay and story (I spent half of my time with this game alt-tabbed out to
check with the walkthrough). The music is insipid and repetitive (the sound design on this was as a whole amateurish). The
voice-acting is bad to the point of near-hilarity. The story is uncompelling and the dialogue poorly-written.
3\/10 -- and it only gets those points because it somehow kept me playing all the way through. I must have been way bored.
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Worth the while!

qop is a neat little puzzle game similar to the ice sliding puzzles we all despised in the second Pokémon generation. The game
intself is quite easy and only two or three of the 50 levels took me longer than a few attempts.

On later levels the game introduces two new features. Teleporting blocks and blocks that alter your path by 90 degrees. They are
easy to understand and are later combined to create complexer puzzles.

After all it's a fun game to kill about an hour for a pretty cheap price.

PS: You gain four achivements for each stage you finish and some for clicking every button and the logo in the main menu,
don't forget these and make sure you leave the game on a little longer to collect all four Steam Trading Cards since you'll be
done faster than the drops. ;). Clearly not the best of the three scenarii. I personally enjoy taking my time and exploring
everywhere. This is not possible here as you're always attacked and if you don't hurry it will become more and more difficult
without any way to stop the attacks. I guess that could appeal to some players though.

What won't appeal to anybody is the sheer quantity of bugs. As usual, don't start any dialog while an attack is happening
somewhere as your units will just stop fighting meanwhile.
I also had to start over from the begining after a crash corrupted all my savegames.
And if that wasn't enough, I couldn't even end the scenario as the latest mission never started. A check on the official forum
shows that it happened to many players.
A lot of suffering for a very frustrating ending. Maybe you'll be lucky, but even before the bugs started happening I can't say I
was enjoying myself.. Easy to play, hard to master ;)
Don't be deceived, because this game is really difficult to pass!
Full retro, brillant design and 'that' feeling while playing - BRAVO! :). Edited review:

As promised I returned to review the game at a later date and am happy to say that it has shown a ton of improvements. There is
so much more structure and refinement on display that it's like a total conversion and t didn't need that much work to be good.
The developer has stuck with it and went above and beyond what I would have expected. Well done.

I won't comment elaborately on the unnecessary aggression shown by the developer regarding my review. I know how hard it is
to work hard and release something into the world only to get hit with a negative review.
****************************
Old review below

Why would I say 90% nice things about a game that I do NOT recommend?

TLDR: This game could be a perfect replacement for Expendabros and I mean that in a complimentary manner. It has tons of
characters to choose from, although I find the current differences to be less than thrilling, it's a lot for an early access game to
have so many choices already. Same thing with the world choices. All of this sounds good still, so why not recommend it?

It's all content and they have yet to fix basic function. It's really frustrating, which isn't new to EA games, but it's frustrating for
an entirely new reason. The menu functions are awful and you have to switch back and forth between keyboard, mouse and
gamepad. The physics engine in the game needs a lot of tweaking making basic controls a little wonky. Again, these are things
that EVERY developer fixes before exposing the game to the public. There are a few other basic issues like this that make me
nervous. With so many of the budget priced developers abandoning their games right after cashing in with a launch I HAVE to
tentatively say wait to buy. A competent developer will get this under control in a week or two at most. If I don't ammend this to
a positive recommendation by Sept 15, I never will. To be fair to the Dev, I have set a Google calendar reminder to check in on
the game and ammend my review. I wish them luck and REALLY hope they pull it off.. I absolutely loved this experience and I
hope they make another like it.

I think this says I have almost 6 hours on record but I likely played part in offline mode. I have about 7 hours played and I
haven't collected all the items (almost all). This "game" will easily get you 7 or 8 hours of play and it's 100% worth the money.
This really feels like a living, breathing world and you'll often hear side conversations going on through the walls as you follow
someone around. You'll also often feel clever as you piece together all the information and possibly predict what's going to
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happen. Really highly recommend this one.
(If you get tired of teleporting around, the follow function is really handy. Just try teleporting on someone and it'll say "Follow
[name]" and it picks teleport spots for you so you can focus on what's going on.)
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